
ME, AE, BME517: Finite Elements for Engineering Applications Final Exam

Consider the isoparametric 5-node element shown in the figure for a stationary thermal conduction
problem with material conductivity κ = kI (isotropic conductivity), k = 2. In order to capture the
curved domain boundary geometry, the extra node 5 is inserted on the left boundary. For L = 4 the
coordinates of the element in Cartesian system are:

X =

[
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
y1 y2 y3 y4 y5

]
=

[
−2 2 2 −2 −2

√
2

−2 −2 2 2 0

]
(1)

The questions for this element are: Starting from Q4 bilinear shape functions, one can show that the

Figure 1: Parent element in (ξ1, ξ2) and the actual element.

shape functions for the element are:

N =
[
N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

]
=

[
− (1−ξ1)ξ2(1−ξ2)

4
(1+ξ1)(1−ξ2)

4
(1+ξ1)(1+ξ2)

4
(1−ξ1)ξ2(1+ξ2)

4
(1−ξ1)(1−ξ22)

2

]
(2)

1. 40 Points Background: Using x = sum5
i=1xiNi, y = sum5

i=1yiNi one can show:

x = (1− ξ1)
(
−
√
2 + (

√
2− 1)ξ22

)
+ (1 + ξ1) (3a)

y = 2ξ2 (3b)

Questions: Given that,

J =

[
∂x
∂ξ1

∂x
∂ξ2

∂y
∂ξ1

∂y
∂ξ2

]
(4)

express J, |J |,Bξ,B in terms of ξ1, ξ2. : No need to explicitly compute J−1 in your ex-
pressions.

For the point (ξ1, ξ2) = (0, 0) compute 1) (x, y), 2) N, 3) B = ∇N. Assuming that the left
boundary is on essential boundary condition with T̄ (x, y) = y2 and the FEM solutions for nodes
2 and 3 given by T2 = 1, T3 = 3 compute 4) T and 5) q = −κ∇T at the same point. Note that
κ = 2I.

Some values to verify your results: B(1, 5) = −0.207, B(2, 4) = 0.125, T = 1, q2 = −0.5.
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2. 50 Points Background: Using ke =
∫
eB

TDB dA and the values of B and dA one can show
that:

k
e

= k

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1



ξ2(1−ξ2)
4

(1−ξ1)(2ξ2−1)
4

1−ξ2
4

− 1+ξ1
4

1+ξ2
4

1+ξ1
4

− ξ2(1+ξ2)
4

(1−ξ1)(2ξ2+1)
4

−
1−ξ22

2
−ξ2(1 − ξ1)


{
J
−1

J
−T|J|

} ξ2(1−ξ2)
4

1−ξ2
4

1+ξ2
4

− ξ2(1+ξ2)
4

−
1−ξ22

2
(1−ξ1)(2ξ2−1)

4
− 1+ξ1

4
1+ξ1

4
(1−ξ1)(2ξ2+1)

4
−ξ2(1 − ξ1)

 dξ1dξ2

(5)

This equation in fact holds for any 5 node thermal element with parent geometry shown before.

Questions:

(a) Assuming that J is constant what are the maximum orders of integrand for ξ1 ξ2.

(b) Based on the maximum orders of integrand for constant J list the 1) coordinates of quadrature
points (ξ1, ξ2) 2) with their corresponding weight values; 3) schematically show these points
in the parent geometry.

(c) If we use Newton-Cotes to integrate ke how many points are needed in ξ1 and ξ2 direc-
tions? Schematically, draw these quadrature points and compare them with Gauss quadra-
ture points.

(d) Can a 2 × 3 Gauss quadrature stencil integrate ke exactly for the geometry shown in the
figure? If not, can any order of Gauss quadrature integrate it exactly? What is a full
integration order?

(e) If the conductivity matrix is integrated exactly, what would it rank be? In other words,
how many independent zero eigenvalues does the matrix possess? Comment on rank of
conductivity matrix for a 1× 1 Gauss integration scheme and its influence on FEM results.

3. 85 Points Static condensation (continuation of HW5): In course notes pages 331-334
we discussed how prescribed dofs can be eliminated at the global assembly stage if all dofs (free
+ prescribed) are assembled into the global system. We compared that approach with common
approach of only assembling only the free dofs. The same decomposition of the matrix can be used
in “condensing” the internal dofs of higher order elements (those that have the so-called “bubble
shape functions”) at the element level and only assembling the dofs that are shared between the
element level at the global stage. This can substantially reduce the total number of dof and result
in much smaller global stiffness matrix to solve. An example can be seen in fig. 2 where the
average dof per element (assuming there is one dof per node) reduces by about a factor 2 (below)!
The stiffness matrix at the element level can be written as,

ka = f where k =

[
kee kei

kie kii

]
f =

[
fe
fi

]
, a =

[
ae
ai

]
(6)

The unknown part that we want to condense and not assemble to the global system is ai. The
equation (6) can be written as

fe = keeae + keiai (7a)

fi = kieae + kiiai (7b)

By solving for ai in (7b) and plugging it into (7a) obtain the “effective” element stiffness matrix
k̃ and force vector f̃ :

f̃ = k̃ae (8)

Note that static condensation does not reduce the order of accuracy of the method; at local
element level we solve these small system of equations that can reduce the global number of
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unknowns. Also f is the local elemental forces from all sources of forcing such as natural and
essential boundary conditions (only external), source term, and nodal concentrated forces (only
internal).

� 15 Points Show the average dofs per element for the 3rd order rectangle in fig. 2 before
condensation is 9 and after condensation the average reduces to 5. For this type of analysis
we ignore the effect of dofs on the boundaries of the domain (i.e., domain is infinite). This
approximation is correct when number of elements in each direction is (very) high.

� 25 Points Obtain k̃ and f̃ in terms of kee,kei,kie,kii and fe, fi.

� 45 Points For second order bar element with constant E,A and the internal node n3 being
in the center we have (cf. fig. 3),

k =
AE

3L

 7 1 −8
1 7 −8
−8 −8 16

 (9)

using static condensation approach write the expressions for f̃ and k̃ when the internal dof
u3 is condensed. Compare k̃ with the stiffness matrix for a linear bar element and comment
on how this effective system is still more accurate given the similarities after condensation
to a linear bar element.

Figure 2: Internal nodes that can be condensed at the element level before global assembly

4. 30 Points In FE method a priori error estimates generally take the form E = Chap+b 1 where
p is the element (polynomial) order C is an unknown constant, E is an error, and a > 0, b, are
constants depending on the error type. That is, error convergence is linear with the rate ap + b:
(logE = logC + (ap + b)logh. The purpose of these estimates are to understand how much the
error is expected to decrease when from a current FEM solution we do h-refinement by decreasing
element sizes or p-enrichment by increasing element order.2 Generally, the equation is used for

1If the solution is not regular enough p must be replaced by min(p, s) where s is the regularity, i.e., order of continuity
Cs, of exact solution for the given error E . For example if exact solution displacement for a problem is C4 and we calculate
strain energy error E =

∫
D
(ϵh − ϵ) : C : (ϵh − ϵ)dV since ϵ = 1

2
(∇u+∇Tu), s would be 4 - 1 = 3 (exact ϵ is C3).

2If the elements are too large, these estimates generally do not hold as we are not in asymptotic error convergence
range. For example by refining elements the error may reduce much less than estimated.
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Figure 3: Second order element for 1D problems.

Figure 4: Gauss and Newton-Cotes quadrature points.

uniform meshes (same element size) and uniform element order. Assume for a simulation a given
error E , e.g., numerical energy dissipation, takes the value of E1 = 10−4 for h1 = 0.1 and p1 = 1
(linear element). Constants a and b are 2 and -1; that is, E = Ch2p−1. We want to estimate how
much smaller the element sizes or how larger the element polynomial should be to reduce the error
by 4 orders of magnitude. That is to achieve E2 = 10−8 estimate,

(a) h-refinement: If we keep p fixed (p2 = p1 = 1) what the new element size h2 is estimated to
achieve the target error of 10−8? How much smaller is the new element size (h2/h1)? If the
problem is 2D how many more elements is estimated to require for achieve the smaller error
((ne)2/(ne)1)?

(b) p-enrichment: If we keep the element size fixed (h2 = h1 = 0.1) what is the smallest polyno-
mial that we expect to meet the more stringent error requirement?

(c) Which scheme do you think requires fewer dofs to achieve the raget error, h-refinement or
p-refinement? Note that having fewer dofs (with the same error value) for globally coupled
static problems generally translates to higher efficiency.

Hint: You can either directly obtain the value C from E1 = Ch2p1−1 or divide the equations for 1
and 2 states to eliminate C in calculating h2 or p2.
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